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Abstract 
This paper describes the process by which County of Los Angeles Department of Public 
Works (DPW) converted its landbase, consisting of 3500 Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
files and 2.4 million land parcels, to a seamless Geographic Information System (GIS) 
and conflated the result with the County of Los Angeles Assessor’s GIS landbase.  
Combining the two landbases made the data from both sources available in one 
landbase.  The goal was to reduce redundant mapping by the two departments, allow 
for continuous spatial adjustments to new survey control points, and provide a common 
landbase to support all County of Los Angeles GIS data.  DPW used various 
geoprocessing tools, third party software, and Python scripts to prepare and convert the 
CAD data to GIS.  Specialized conflation software (ESEA MapMerger) was used to 
bring the two landbases together, and ESRI's spatial adjustment technology will be used 
to adjust the new landbase to field survey control points after conflation. 
 
History 
Over 30 years ago, a vision was developed to create and maintain a digital map base 
by converting hand-drawn cadastral maps into a digital CAD format.   The vision was, 
and still is, to have ONE cadastral landbase to serve as the authoritative source of 
property lines, easements, city boundaries, and other rights of way.   The aim was to 
create a single electronic landbase that would satisfy the needs of DPW, along with 
other County departments and agencies, and thereby reduce duplication of mapping 
efforts between County departments.   
 
Public Works started mapping the digital cadastral landbase in 1976.  The work was 
done on Unix workstations using Computervision's CADDS software.  In order to 
maximize the value of the expensive computers, the mapping group worked a three shift 
24-hour schedule from 1976 to 1998.  In 1999, DPW converted the landbase to 
Bentley’s Mircrostation using desktop personal computers.  At this time, DPW also 
projected the data from state plane North American Datum 1927 to North American 
Datum 1983.  The Assessor used the data to create a GIS line base and tax parcel 
polygons in 1999 to fulfill their operational needs. 
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Project Initiation and Goals 
DPW long recognized the potential benefits of a seamless landbase.  After the move 
from Computervision's CADDS to MicroStation, DPW had no means to adjust the base 
to new survey control.  Updating the landbase often required editing more than one 
CAD file and matching the edges.  In order to overcome these limitations, the Mapping 
Section began considering the idea of converting to a seamless landbase.  They 
commissioned a study to determine the best options and began writing a request for 
proposals (RFP).  In late 2007, they applied for the Information Technology grant 
through the County Chief Executive Office and received a $2 million grant in July 2009.  
Although the intention was to contract the project out, DPW mapping staff became quite 
knowledgeable in landbase technology from developing the RFP and realized they 
could complete the project in-house.   
 

The In-House Project 

 Platform Decision 
The first step was to evaluate the costs and benefits of various software platforms.  The 
contenders included ESRI, Bentley, Intergraph, Sidwell, and others.  The new landbase 
team carefully analyzed the different possibilities and decided on ESRI ArcGIS with the 
new fabric technology for spatial adjustments.   
 
 CAD Data Cleaning 
Concurrent with deciding on a software platform, the team began cleaning gaps and 
overshots in the CAD data using Bentley Map's topology cleanup tool and a 
MicroStation add-in cleaning tool from MRF Systems.  It was necessary to clean the 
CAD data before building polygons and conflating with the Assessor’s landbase.  It took 
a great deal of testing and communication with MRF before settling on the appropriate 
methodology.  The software automatically corrected errors within a predefined tolerance 
and highlighted larger discrepancies so the operators could easily locate and repair 
them.  This was not an easy assignment considering there are approximately 2.4 million 
land parcels in the County of Los Angeles. 

 Converting CAD to GIS 
The Data Interoperability Extension for ArcGIS (SAFE Software FME) was used to 
convert CAD to GIS and GIS back to CAD.  The extension was necessary because the 
ArcGIS geoprocessing tool for converting CAD did not offer enough fine grain control.  
The first challenge was learning how to use the Data Interoperability extension and its 
functionality.  Mapping the CAD lines to GIS worked well, but converting the CAD text to 
GIS annotation proved a difficult challenge.  The solution was to map variable sizes of 
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CAD text to predefined ArcGIS annotation symbols using a custom in-line transformer 
written in python.  A second python module was used to determine rotation angle from 
the CAD layer for the GIS annotation symbology.  Getting all the settings to work 
correctly took many hours of testing.  After creating Interoperability pipelines to convert 
CAD lines and text to GIS, it was necessary to use the same tools to convert them back 
to CAD.   
 

Conflation 
The Assessor's landbase has two feature classes, one lines and the other polygons.  
The result of the conflation is a new line layer incorporating information from both 
DPW’s CAD and the Assessor’s GIS layers.  In order for the conflation to work properly 
it was necessary to first conflate the Assessor's line layer to the Assessor's polygon 
layer (first conflation).  This insured that all gaps and overlaps that would prevent the 
building of new polygons in the future were removed.  Before performing the first 
conflation, geoprocessing tools were used to clean the Assessor's line layer.  This 
process made the first conflation work more efficiently.  DPW’s CAD landbase was a 
grid of tiles, and conflation with the Assessor's landbase was completed one tile at a 
time.  This made it necessary to clip the Assessor GIS data at these grid boundaries.  
Clipping the Assessor's polygon layer and dropping polygons to lines left a border at the 
clipping boundary, an unwanted artifact.  DPW created a geoprocessing Python script to 
remove these lines before the first conflation.  Python scripting and geoprocessing tools 
were used to batch process the preparation of conflation ready tiles for the Assessors 
line layer, polygon layer, and DPW's CAD data.   
 
After the first conflation was completed and checked, the team proceeded with a second 
conflation.  In a conflation process the source is matched to, and moved to, the target, 
and attributes from the source are transferred to the target.  In the first conflation the 
Assessor's polygons (tax parcels) were the target.  In the second conflation the result of 
the first conflation was the target.  This insured that all landbase data aligned with the 
tax parcels.  The logic behind this was that the majority of GIS data generated by 
County of Los Angeles Departments use the existing Assessor parcels as a base. 
 
The Assessor’s landbase contains lines, such as property cut lines, that DPW's CAD 
landbase did not.  Conversely, DPW's landbase contained lines, notably public right of 
way and centerline information, that the Assessor's landbase did not.  In conflation 
these stand alone nonmatching lines are called orphans.  If the orphans were lines that 
did not match, but were wanted in the final result, they were considered good orphans.  
If they were lines that should have matched, but did not, as with discrepancies in one or 
the other landbase, the source landbase contributed bad orphans.   
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When bad orphans appeared, they were often whole areas or subdivisions, where a 
small error may have propagated throughout the subdivision when it was inserted.  If 
the differences between the lines in these areas exceeded the predefined tolerance of 
five feet, then the conflation operators did not try to match the lines.  They selected the 
DPW lines (bad orphans) that were not matching and tagged them.  The conflated result 
contained a field for this purpose, and the operators used a tool provided by MapMerger 
to populate this field for all selected lines with the word 'revise.' In a default display view 
of the new conflated landbase, a definition query will exclude lines tagged with revise. In 
time DPW, and/or the Assessor, will look at these areas and repair them.  The tagged 
lines will make these areas easy to find, an added benefit of the project.  These 
differences mean that either DPW or Assessor lines are in the wrong location and that 
the differences existed before the conflation. 
 

Adjustments 
As of this writing, DPW has collected over 1,000 new Global Positioning System (GPS) 
cadastral field survey control points with the intention of completing a 1-mile grid in 
urban areas and a 2-mile grid in rural and unpopulated areas.   DPW has experimented 
with the ERSI Cadastral Fabric technology for storing the landbase and for making 
adjustments.  Having all lines in a cadastral fabric using the data model designed by 
ESRI would produce the best adjustment results.  However, DPW does not have the 
resources to translate its landbase into a cadastral fabric at this time.  Using the spatial 
adjustment tools available in ArcGIS, DPW will apply an Affine Transformation followed 
by a Tin Interpolation (rubbersheeting).  All adjustments will be saved with time stamps 
so that other GIS data layers can be adjusted as new control is introduced into the 
landbase. 
 

New Inter-Departmental Workflow 
One objective of the conflation was to allow the Assessor and DPW to use the same 
landbase for updates.  A two-way replication process is required for the two 
departments to update the same base.   This replication is a reflection of workflows 
between the two departments.   Defining these new workflows is the next step in the 
implementation of the project. 
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